SmartQuant USA

Overview
SmartQuant Algo Trading Infrastructure is designed for quantitative
investors and traders, as well as institutional users such as hedge funds,
proprietary trading groups, brokers, consultants and service providers.
All products share the same underlying complex-event processing
framework, which allows to seamlessly integrate them for tasks of any
complexity.
Developers can use a rich API to write their own strategies, while taking
advantage of built-in capabilities such as consistent trading
simulations, data management, and optimization.
The same strategy code can be switched to paper or live trading,
eliminating any mismatches between development and production.
The system is open, in a sense that it can be extended by additional
customized plug-ins to handle market data, execution, and simulation.
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A Complete Front-Office Solution
OpenQuant

QuantTrader

QuantRouter

QuantBase

Design, testing,
simulation,
optimization,
and trading of
systematic
strategies

Paper and live
trading of
compiled
strategies
imported from
OpenQuant

Low-latency
multidirectional
routing of live
market data
and trades

Capturing of
high volume
live market
data, storing
and managing
historical data

Client Applications

Server Applications

Native
Plugins
Execution
brokers,
market and
historical data
providers

Third-Party
and User
Libraries
Pricing, risk,
optimization
models,
execution
strategies

Extensions

SmartQuant Framework
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A Comprehensive and Coherent Framework
Complex Event Processing (CEP)
approach allows comprehensive
treatment of all market events as they
occur, without unnecessary assumptions
and middle layers

CEP approach extends to strategy as well,
allowing to execute actions on events
such as OnTick(), OnQuote(), OnBar(),
OnOrderFilled(), etc for each instrument
and for the portfolio as a whole

Robust
Systematic Strategy
Development
Data management aligned with strategy:
ticks, quotes, bars and synchronization
automatically precludes the accidental
use of ahead of time data in historical
simulations
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Integrated simulation engine capable of
replicating the full complexity of real
trading, including trading costs and
slippage, allows realistic backtests and
optimization of strategies
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Quant Strategist Setup
Execution Providers

Paper
Trading

Live Trading

IB, MBT, TT, Currenex, FIX …

Market Data Providers
eSignal, IQFeed …

Historical Data Providers
NYSE TAQ, CSI …
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OpenQuant
Research and develop
trading strategies

Simulation
and
optimization

Small Quant Fund/Desk Setup
Execution Providers
IB, MBT, TT, Currenex, FIX …

Market Data Providers

Quant Router
Replicate and aggregate
market data streams,
route orders

eSignal, IQFeed …

Historical Data Providers
NYSE TAQ, CSI …
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Quant Trader
Production
strategy A
Quant Trader
Production
strategy B (co-lo)
Quant Trader
Pre-production strategy C
(paper trading)

Export Compiled
Strategies

Quant Base
Store and maintain instrument
and market data

OpenQuant
Backtest and optimize
trading strategies
OpenQuant
Research and develop
trading strategies
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SmartQuant CEP Framework
The framework is based on throwing and catching actionable events
Anywhere in the framework, the corresponding code can be entered to perform a
customized action when a given event is triggered
Every event becomes actionable within the framework:
Market events: OnQuote(), OnTick()
Data processing events: OnBarOpen(), OnBar(), OnBarSlice()
Portfolio events: OnStrategyStart(), OnPositionChanged(), OnPositionClosed(), etc.
Trading events: OnOrderFilled(), OnOrderPartiallyFilled(), OnOrderCancelRejected(),
etc.

Each of these and many other events represent a virtual method that can
overloaded by the user to define a specific action, if needed.
Instead of following each thread of if/then actions along a complex branching
tree, the developer defines responses to a relatively limited set of relevant events.
The strategy code becomes very nimble, while the framework handles the
complex internal connections and makes sure that the consistency is maintained.
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Systematic Development Process
Research

Testing

Optimization

Production

October 2012

• Search for alpha signals and predictable patterns for tactical trading
• Design relative value metrics and scan for arbitrage opportunities

• Run historical backtests, both on the original set of instruments and wider universe
• Run real time paper trading, with either internal execution simulation or broker

• With strategy structure identified, define optimization parameters and objectives
• Optimize using global (in-sample) or walk forward (rolling out-of-sample) approach

• Run the same code in production trading as the one used for testing and optimization
• Maintain limited number of manual controls and flexibility to adjust parameters
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Flexible Strategy Development
The Portfolio Manager Edition allows a highly modular strategy development.
Strategy design is based on Alpha Signal, Portfolio Construction, Risk
Management, and Execution objects, each of which can be extended by the user
to customize his/her strategies.
Strategies allow flexible interaction with external data via simple driver text files.
Multiple strategies can be run simultaneously within a single meta-strategy.
Risk management is defined on three levels:
Position risk management controls maximum position and other such constraints
Portfolio risk management controls total risk of portfolio and executes umbrella hedges.
Liquidity risk management controls the broker margin cushion and allows automatic
down- or up-leveraging of the portfolio based on user criteria

The provided sample risk management object uses multiple hedging instruments
using user-supplied estimates instrument betas for umbrella hedging. Users can
override this with their own single- or multi-factor or non-linear risk models.
Other useful features include:
Multi-currency accounting and simulations allow trading international portfolios.
Instrument level definitions, such as tick size or trade lots, for realistic trading.
Flexible trading activity and position scaling depending on time of day and other
criteria, including ramp ups and ramp downs at the start and end of trading sessions.
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Flexible Simulation Scenarios
The SmartQuant framework includes the Scenario class, which defines how
various backtests, walk forward tests, Monte Carlo simulations and other such
simulations are run.
The Scenario class has a Run() method which is overloadable by the user, who can
define with great flexibility various assumptions and dependencies in the
simulation.
By default, it would simply run the strategy on the actual historical data between a
given start and end time.
But it is also easy to define many other modes of simulation:
Batch backtests – running the same backtest with changing parameters or instruments
Walk forward tests – running the simulation in a loop with re-defining the “in-sample”
period, re-optimizing the parameters, and running over the next “out-of-sample” period
Monte Carlo and Bootstrap Monte Carlo – generating the Monte Carlo paths of data
using either a model or a bootstrap technique and running the simulation on each path
Continuous backtests – obtain the parameters for each next day from the result of the
backtest over previous growing interval
Backtest-to-Live scenarios – pre-run certain backtests and compute some parameters
before turning on the Live mode, automatically

The Scenario object also allows a user-defined objective function for optimization
and solving for the parameters, and user-defined report format for the results.
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Integrated Development Environment
OpenQuant Portfolio Manager Edition contains all of the necessary components for
the systematic development process and can server as a complete development
solution for quantitative strategies.
The integrated development environment allows infinitely flexible strategy research
and experimentation. Strategies can be as simple as a few lines of code, taking
advantage of built-in indicators and simple order type, or as complex as large libraries
of code including user defined objects, behaviors and extensions.
Strategy debugging mode can run strategies with user-defined time step interval to
trace internal event, signal and execution flow with high resolution.
Integrated data management allows to import or capture market data and use it for
historical backtests, as well as real time paper and live trading.
Powerful backtesting and simulation includes realistic trading and costs assumptions
which can be modified by the user.
Detailed monitoring of portfolio positions and transaction details allows the user to
quickly identify any bottlenecks or challenges in real life implementation of the
strategy.
Flexible Strategy Monitor with user defined watch variables allows constant and
consistent view of the performance aligned with the strategy design.
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Integrated Development
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Integrated Data Management
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Integrated Backtesting
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Integrated Trade Processing
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Integrated Portfolio Monitoring
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Integrated Strategy Monitoring
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Production Code Deployment
While the OpenQuant system is well suited for research, testing and
optimization, many of its built-in functions are not necessary for production.
QuantTrader is a lightweight version of the OpenQuant Portfolio Management
Edition designed specifically as a production deployment engine.
It has the same paper and live trading capabilities, including portfolio and
strategy monitoring, but does not offer the simulation mode or ability to change
the code (strategy parameters can still be changed).
Being lightweight, it is also more robust and suitable for automated trading.
Once the strategy is defined and optimized, it can be compiled and exported into
a package together with its relevant settings in the OpenQuant.
This package can then be imported into QuantTrader and run in various
production environments: from trading server, in co-location, etc.
The strategy source code is invisible, allowing for more secure deployment in
shared environments such as co-location, or other situations where confidentiality
is required.
Importantly, QuantTrader is also less expensive, which is important when
deploying potentially many different strategies produced by the same researchers.
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Export Strategy from OpenQuant
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Import Strategy into QuantTrader
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Multi-Use, Multi-Directional
QuantRouter is a stand alone server side .NET application that can be deployed on
a local computer or remote server.
It is designed to serve clients demanding feed replication, feed consolidation, feed
aggregation, feed transformation and smart order routing.
QuantRouter offers a possibility to work with multiple data feeds and brokers
within a single OpenQuant application.
QuantRouter also offers a possibility to connect several OpenQuant applications
to the same data feed or execution account.
The Feed Server comes with a growing number of built-in market data provider
adapters, such as IB (Interactive Brokers), Hotspot FX, Currenex FX, Integral FX,
TT FIX (Trading Technologies), MBT, etc.
Users can develop their own adapters to market data feed providers, which are not
supported out of the box in the Feed Server.
The order routing capability of QuantRouter allow the users to write their own
smart routers, or simply rout trades to different brokers depending on predefined
criteria such as the type of the instrument.
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Data Routing
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Data Routing (Contd.)
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Order Routing
User can define the order
routing in the strategy
OpenQuant is connected to
QuantRouter as its execution
provider
QuantRouter receives the orders
and routs them to appropriate
broker/execution provider
The list of execution providers
for QuantRouter can include
both built-in providers and
custom ones written by the user
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Powerful Data Center
QuantBase is a stand alone server side .NET application that can be deployed on a
local computer or remote server.
It has an integrated relational database component for managing instrument
definitions and other descriptive data.
Its main engine is a proprietary (non-relational) database optimized for fast
capture and access to linear time series data.
QuantBase is similar to the integrated data management component contained in
the OpenQuant, but is much more powerful and highly scalable.
The limitations on the single QuantBase installation are mostly those imposed by
the operating system, such as the maximum size of the files (16TB under NTFS).
If necessary, several QuantBase installations can be connected together into a
cluster to handle exceptionally large amounts of data.
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Data Management Capabilities
QuantBase can capture real time data feeds from different data providers into a
high performance data engine.
In a typical scenario the QuantBase can be launched on a dedicated server,
capturing quotes for a large number of instruments and markets 7 days a week, 24
hours a day.
Analysts, strategy developers and traders can connect to QuantBase and load
historical data for a specific subset of instruments into the DataManager of their
local OpenQuant development environment for further strategy backtesting,
pattern recognition and analysis.
QuantBase connection can be also managed automatically from within the
strategy code, for as-needed access to necessary historical data.
QuantBase is capable of handling vast amounts of market data, including full
high frequency tick-by-tick data.
Historical data can be imported from a variety of recognized data formats,
including plain text files and standard TAQ tape files.
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Extensible Framework
SmartQuant Framework is highly modular and extensible.
Users can select from a broad and constantly growing list of built-in extensions for
execution, market data and historical data providers.
Users can also write their own custom provider plug-ins, if necessary, using the
SmartQuant Connectivity Pack.
We also offer custom development of plug-ins for end users and providers.
The following list shows some of the built-in provider extensions:
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Constantly Growing List of Extensions
Provider Name

Provider Type

Connection Type

Provider Website

Interactive Brokers

Execution, Market Data, Historical Data

API

http://www.interactivebrokers.com

Open E Cry

Execution, Market Data, Historical Data

API

http://www.openecry.com

SmartCOM

Execution, Market Data, Historical Data

API

http://www.itinvest.ru

Ivory Scorpion

Execution, Market Data, Historical Data

FIX

http://www.ivory-sw.com

Finam Transaq

Execution, Market Data, Historical Data

API

http://www.finam.ru

Trading Technologies

Execution, Market Data

FIX and API

http://www.tradingtechnologies.com

Currenex

Execution, Market Data

FIX

http://www.currenex.com

HotSpot

Execution, Market Data

FIX

http://www.hotspotfx.com

Integral

Execution, Market Data

FIX

http://www.integral.com

MBTrading

Execution, Market Data

API

http://www.mbtrading.com

Nordnet

Execution, Market Data

API

http://www.nordnet.se

OSL FIX

Execution, Market Data

FIX

http://www.otkritie.com

PATS API

Execution, Market Data

API

http://www.patsystems.com

QUIK FIX

Execution, Market Data

FIX

http://www.quik.ru

Plaza II

Execution, Market Data

API

http://www.rts.ru

Alfa Direct

Execution , Market Data

API

http://www.alfadirect.ru

IQFeed

Market Data, Historical Data

API

http://www.iqfeed.net

QuoteTracker

Market Data, Historical Data

API

http://www.quotetracker.com

eSignal

Market Data

API

http://www.esignal.com

CSI Data

Historical Data

API

http://www.csidata.com

Google

Historical Data

API

http://www.google.com

Yahoo!

Historical Data

API

http://www.yahoo.com
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MS Visual Studio Integration
No need to switch back and forth between library code and OpenQuant interface
when developing complex strategies.
Ability to easily integrate and reference third-party libraries in user strategies
Ability to integrate the strategies with components written in other languages and
packages, such as C++, Java, Matlab, R, or Python via custom wrappers and APIs
Benefit from familiar and powerful Visual Studio development environment:
Tooltips, autocomplete, highlights, context help, etc.
Debugging
Testing
Profiling
Source control
Windows and settings management
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MS Visual Studio Integration
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Ultra-Low Latency Framework
Crossplatform (Windows, Linux, Mac OS) algo trading framework.
Can be compiled under RTOS (Real Time OS) to guarantee low interrupt latency.
Fast backtesting speed / Ultra-Low live trading latency:
5 million events per second processing speed on i7 CPU imply 0.2 microsecond (200
nanosecond) latency.

Parallel multicore optimization. Cloud/cluster optimization.
35 million events per second optimization speed on i7 CPU with 4 physical (8 logical)
cores.

Native C++
Inlines, compiler/linker optimization, etc.
Object pools, ring buffers, non-locking event queues, atomic operations for
multithreading, custom memory management and garbage collector.

Inherits the best of SmartQuant C# framework and benefits from ten years of
development and usage experience
Uses powerful scenario mechanism.
C# API allows familiar user experience and compatibility with OpenQuant strategies
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Ultra-Low Latency Framework
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Visual Quant
The major goal of VisualQuant is to provide a new development model that
enables users to assemble their own underlying framework using predefined (or
user provided) building blocks.
Users have full access to all functional blocks within the underlying trading
engine, and can extend the constructed engine with their own building blocks.
Users can create their own custom trading application with embedded GUI
elements and virtually any type of advanced filters, strategies, and reports
Key advantages:
Functional Flexibility
Functional Extensibility
Data and Event Flow Transparency
More Specific Trading Architectures
Increased Efficiency and Performance
Simpler User Interface
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Visual Quant
Another objective of VisualQuant is to allow quant strategists to create and
experiment with strategies without having to understand C# programming.
Complete and functional strategies can be created simply by dragging and
interconnecting a suitable set of building blocks on to the development canvas.
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SmartQuant Timeline
Anton Fokin initially developed the predecessor of the SmartQuant framework in 1998 as an
open-source project based on the adaptation of complex data-processing frameworks
originally developed by the author for nuclear physics research projects.
He then licensed it to Fortis Bank in 2000, and led its adaptation as an internal project for
portfolio optimization and statistical arbitrage
Anton left Fortis and founded SmartQuant in 2003 as an independent firm that developed a
fully-fledged trading platform solution built on the latest MS C# and .NET technology.
In 2007, SmartQuant technology has been licensed for exclusive distribution on the
institutional client market by QuantHouse S.A., a leading French financial software firm.
Among the clients that licensed the QuantFACTORY product and its components: Societe
Generale Asset Management, QIM, Fysics Capital, Global Capital, and others
SmartQuant Ltd. continued to develop its framework and new products and focused on
sales to retail investors, growing to several thousand installations worldwide, and creating a
devoted following and user ecosystem among quant developers/traders using its products.
The QuantHouse exclusive license ended in early 2012, when QuantHouse was acquired by
Standard & Poors CapitalIQ subsidiary. SmartQuant retained its IP and full rights.
SmartQuant has subsequently formed a partnership with Arthur M. Berd (BERD LLC) to codevelop portfolio management libraries and strategies and to re-enter the institutional
investor market with a suite of new professional products.
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Anton Fokin
Founder, CEO, Chief Architect
Dr. Fokin founded SmartQuant Ltd. in 2002 and remains its CEO and Chief Architect.
He manages the team of software engineers and quant developers who produce new
products and support existing products of SmartQuant.
Prior to founding SmartQuant in 2003, Dr. Fokin was a trade and risk analyst in the
Quantitative Strategies Group of the Global Securities Lending and Arbitrage division of
Fortis Bank, which licensed his original trading technology software and adopted it as the
core of the portfolio management and statistical arbitrage projects developed by the bank.
During 1998-2000, he developed R-Quant, an open source projects for automated trading
strategy development and testing, which was among the first to employ CEP concepts.
In his academic career prior to joining the Fortis Bank in 2000, Dr. Fokin held research
positions at Uppsala University (Sweden) and collaborated with CERN nuclear particle
accelerator group working on data processing algorithms, where he contributed to the
development of the ROOT software package for data analysis which later became the main
tool for experimental nuclear physicists both in CERN and elsewhere.
Anton Fokin has earned his Ph.D. in Physics from the Lund University in Sweden, and M.S.
from St-Petersburg State Polytechnic University, Russia.
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Arthur M. Berd
Strategic Partner
Arthur M. Berd is a Managing Principal at BERD LLC and a Strategic Partner at SmartQuant Ltd.
Until January 2011, he was the head of macro volatility strategies at Capital Fund Management, a hedge
fund specializing in systematic investment strategies headquartered in Paris. Before joining CFM in early
2008, he was a co-founder and head of research at Quantitative Alternatives LLC, a startup hedge fund in
Rye Brook, NY, and before that the head of quantitative market strategies at BlueMountain Capital
Management, a leading credit hedge fund in New York.
Prior to 2005, Arthur was a Senior Vice President at Lehman Brothers where he was responsible for a
variety of quantitative credit models and strategies across corporate bonds and credit derivatives, and was
instrumental in advising the Firm’s largest institutional clients on credit portfolio strategies. Before
joining Lehman Brothers in 2001, he was a Vice President at Goldman Sachs Asset Management, focusing
on fixed income and equity portfolio construction and risk management.
Dr. Berd is the Editor-in-Chief of the Journal of Investment Strategies, a former member of the editorial
boards of the Journal of Financial Forecasting and the Journal of Credit Risk, and is the founder and
coordinator of the quantitative finance section of www.arXiv.org, a global electronic research repository.
He is an author of more than 30 publications and a frequently invited speaker at major industry
conferences. Dr. Berd edited the recently published book “Lessons from the Financial Crisis” (RiskBooks,
2010), and contributed chapters to several other books on finance.
Arthur M. Berd is a charter member of the CFA Institute. He holds a Ph.D. in physics with Ph.D. Minor in
finance from Stanford University, and a M.S. in physics with highest honors from Moscow Institute of
Physics and Technology.
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Growing Development Team
Core team of highly experienced developers, working together for more than 9
years. Key team member profiles:
Team Leader, Systems and Architecture: 12 years of software industry experience.
Joined the current team in 2003 and has been responsible for the implementation of the
overall systems architecture and most of the communications and data infrastructure of
the whole system. Is the main expert on processing complex events (trading orders,
transactions, quotes, etc.)
Team Leader, Trading Analytics: 9 years of industry experience, entirely within the
same team. Responsibilities include the design of the trading environment, backtesting
analytics, portfolio optimization and analysis of event-based quantitative strategies.

Strong new additions to the main team coming from the top universities in
Russia, with excellent credentials and programming skills
Growing set of affiliations with experienced developer teams worldwide, with
long-time expertise in programming in the OpenQuant environment.
Ability to provide individualized support for institutional clients, including longterm consulting assignments and custom development.
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Contact Information
SmartQuant USA / Institutional Sales / Business Development
Arthur M. Berd
The Chrysler Building
405 Lexington Ave, Suite 2614
New York, NY 10174
Tel: +1-646-546-5648
Email: arthur.berd@smartquant.com
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